A formwork system sets new standards

Framax Xlife is the framed formwork system that uses only a very few different panel formats to achieve a consistent 6” (15 cm) increment-grid, no matter whether the panels are stood upright or on their sides. All the connectors and accessories fit seamlessly into this grid – making for fast forming-times and high efficiency.

Fast Working
thanks to optimized design

Framax Xlife speeds up progress on your site with its
- small number of easy-to-handle component parts
- quick lightweight clamp - only a hammer is required for assembly
- versatile tie solutions, taper ties, she bolts or thru-rods with tubes
- gang ability to fly entire pre-assembled units with one pick into place
- fast assembly that is consistently over 100 sq. ft. per man-hour

Innovative System
thanks to detailed design specific to the US & Canadian market place

Save time in the details thanks to
- imperial dimensioned corner panels so there is no need to convert from inches to millimeters to form the details
- stripping corners that allow for relief in a core at one location
- universal panels for up to 42” columns at 1880 psf
- hinged universal pilaster forms for fast stripping of gangs between pilasters
- steel filler panels to eliminate wood fillers

Consistent Concrete Finish
thanks to superior product quality

Highly economical thanks to
- 7/8 thick Xlife plywood that provides a consistent finish
- 7/8 thick Xlife plywood that is sealed in the frame with hot caulking & attached with screws from the back

High Safety
for your site

The accident risk is reduced, and legally compliant working conditions are ensured, by having
- six safety tie off handle connections that are built into every panel and meet OSHA requirements

Outstanding concrete surface

No fracturing of the surface when nails pierce the Xlife panel face